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3Q 2018 Update 
 
Dear Partner, 
 
The Partnership was down 2.5% in the third quarter on a gross basis (before fees and expenses) bringing 
our year-to-date return to a positive 7.5% versus 10.5% for the S&P including dividends. In the past 1 year 
the Partnership is up 42.1% versus 20.3% for the S&P. Please see your individual statement for specific 
net returns and performance since your subscription date.   
 
 
Bringing back the Scuttlebutt  
 
The last few months have been unusually busy at JDP. Deviating from our traditional travel between 
reading chairs, Seth and I attended multiple industry conferences, shareholder meetings and trade shows 
related to our portfolio companies. I also went to Istanbul for perspective on Turkey’s economic crisis 
with my friend Mesut Ellialtioglu who runs Talas Turkey Value Fund.  
 
Spending time on the road is something that I did frequently in my former career at an operating 
business, and later when old-JDP was focused on private equity. I always returned with fresh ideas, new 
product knowledge, and a renewed sense of an industry’s direction. It feels good to get back to this 
boots-on-the-ground work. 
 
Getting out into the real world and having conversations with employees who are in the trenches of our 
suppliers, customers and competitors is immensely valuable. This concept of “scuttlebutting” is even 
more relevant for investors like us trying to stay ahead of companies undergoing a big transition where 
the future will look materially different from the past.  
 
For example, last week we walked the floor of a trade show in Amsterdam for the Offshore drilling supply 
industry. We bumped into a vender to a specific billion-dollar FPSO vessel asset in Brazil owned by our 
portfolio company Teekay Offshore (NYSE:TOO). This particular FPSO’s future value has been a source of 
controversy among passive investors. In a casual conversation this vendor discussed updates to the 
vessel, outlined a non-sugar-coated version of what happened in the past to cause the original distress, 
and then affirmed the uniqueness of the asset and challenges around re-deploying it.  
 
In early October we attended a developer conference in London of a rapidly growing data science 
software company from California. It was fascinating to see how traditional businesses are prioritizing IT 
spending around data science software. This shift from nice-to-have to mission-critical is something most 
stock investors will be late to realize.  
 
Developments in the usability of data science software is allowing old economy companies to take out 
costs by better predicting inventory needs, accurately measuring returns on advertising spend, de-risking 
the loan underwriting process, and improving endless errors in human tasks. 
 
The effect on business is powerful: margins and returns on capital improve and operational risk is 
reduced. Barriers to entry also decline, highly skilled wages rise, old competitive advantages become 
outdated, and business life cycles are shortened.  
 



 
  
 
Market Commentary and Outlook 
 
The big drop in markets this month reminds me of 2011 and 2015, two periods in our history when stocks 
fell dramatically on fears of peak-earnings and rate hikes. We have been here before and will be here 
again in the future. As was the case then, today feels much more sentiment-driven than fundamentally-
justified based on corporate health, which we follow very closely.  
 
During market temper-tantrums normal business imperfections feel magnified, and worst-case scenarios 
feel more probable. The hardest part of our job is balancing confidence in 10 intensely-researched 
businesses—several of which we have owned for years—with the prospect that we could always be 
wrong about anything.  
 
But we have not seen any surprise cracks in our holdings as recent prices suggest. In fact, our largest two 
positions achieved significant structural milestones in the last 30 days that will unlock growth cash flow. 
It’s a setup that further solidifies confidence in these companies and led us to sell other smaller toe-hold 
positions to fund buying more of our favorite ideas when prices declined.   
 
For example, Teekay Offshore now trades for nearly half the runoff value of its contracted cash flows. 
Controlling-shareholder Brookfield Business Partners (NYSE:BBU) got an incredible deal in July 2017 when 
they bought control for $2.50 per share; we got an even better deal this week. 
 
Please see below slides for selected portfolio commentary. 
 
 
Closing thoughts 
 
David Swensen, the famous Yale endowment manager made a comment in 2017 that I think is powerful: 
 
“One of the things that I think is fascinating, which is not very widely practiced—and there are only a handful of 
managers that I’ve come across that do this—is to essentially take a private-market approach in the public markets 
and take big concentrated positions in public companies, develop relationships with management, become partners 
with management, help them figure out intelligent intermediate and long-term strategies. In one instance in which 
the university has a very long, successful history, the returns have been extraordinary. But it’s so at odds with what’s 
going on in the equity markets today that it’s a very, very unusual exception.”  
 
What we do is by nature at odds with equity markets because we think more like private-company 
investors, or a large family office that makes one or two investments per year with a multi-year time 
horizon. This does not mean we ignore macro events that play out in the media, it just means we 
understand a handful of companies well enough to maintain our own opinion as to how these perceived 
risks will affect our business specifically. 
 
Being “slow on the trigger” in liquid markets allows us to perpetually get prices on companies that would 
not be possible in a private transaction. It also allows us to make long term investments alongside the 
best managers in the world (Brad Jacobs – XPO Logistics, Brookfield Business Partners – Teekay Offshore, 
Brian Moynihan – Bank of America, Charlie Ergen – EchoStar, etc..). 
 



 
  
We continue to be excited about the current and future prospects of our companies. Having like-minded 
investors is our most important asset and we thank you for your support.  JDP has no margin leverage, 
and I personally have 95% of my net worth investing alongside yours, on the same terms.   
 
Please feel free to call or email me with any questions.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Jeremy Deal 
Managing Partner 
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JDP

 Founded October 2011

 Concentrated value strategy, US-centric

 Focused on companies in transition and mispriced growth

 Multi-year time horizon per idea

 Long only, no leverage

3Q 2018
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Team

Jeremy Deal, Founder, Portfolio Manager 
Business Experience
 Private equity
 Co-founder Secure Wireless Inc., sold to Nortek (NASDAQ: NTK) 
 Co-founder Energy Eye Inc., sold to Somfy SA (EPA:SO) 
 Honeywell International (NYSE: HON), Home Controls Division

3Q 2018

Seth Lowry, Senior Analyst
Business Experience
 Tech Coast Angels, Analyst
 Citigroup, Equity Research, Transportation
 Merrill Lynch, Investment Banking, Energy and Power
 Merrill Lynch, Global Securities Research

Mark Chapman, Director, JDP Offshore Ltd.
Business Experience
 Azur Consulting, Partner
 Director, Aquamarine Fund Zurich
 Deloitte & Touche, Managing Partner, BVI
 Deloitte & Touche, Senior Manager, Cayman Islands
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Performance – US fund

3Q 2018
• Gross  refers to manager-level returns, performance fees vary by investor class
• HFRI  is a composite index of 2,000+ single-manager hedge funds
• JDP founded October 2011
• S&P matched to deployed capital in the first month of operation

~16% Net Annualized for 7 Years
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JDP Offshore

3Q 2018
*Launched in 2018
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Selected Portfolio Review 
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California Resources

What is it?

California Resources was a busted spin-out of Occidental Petroleum Corp ( OXY) days before the 2014 oil crash 
and the only US E&P to remain cash flow positive throughout the downturn. CRC is the largest oil and gas 
producer in CA with critical infrastructure to the world’s 5th largest economy. Due to regulatory constraints 
CRC competes with South America  and Canadian tar sands and not mid-west shale or Gulf of Mexico (Brent 
vs. WTI).

Why its worth more

• California regulatory environment creates irreplaceable moat

• Current $35/share implies ~4x EV/EBITDA (consensus)

• Near term refinancing of debt will boost cash flow by ~30% and unlock growth

• Series of major financial and operational improvements not reflected in outdated debt ratings and crisis-era 
high interest rates

• Debt declining  from 8.1x (YE ‘16) to ~2.5x YE ‘19

• Positive Free Cash Flow generation relative to US peers  masks optically high debt balance 

• $100 per share (equity value)  in proven reserves at $75/Brent oil

• $150 - $200 per share based on non-distressed peer multiple of  of 8x – 10x EBITDA

Why it got cheap

• Significant multi-year forced selling from OXY spin, oil downturn

• Perceived as going bankrupt despite always being free cash flow positive 

NYSE:

CRC
Mid Cap

Initiated 
April 2017

Cost $11.70

3Q 2018

215.3% Return 
Since Initiation
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CRC share price

3Q 2018

Since Initiation: April 2017 – September 30, 2018

Source: S&P Capital IQ
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Teekay Offshore

What is it?

Teekay Offshore is an abandoned public stub of a mission-critical marine infrastructure business, re-
capitalized by Brookfield Business Partners (NYSE:BBU) in September 2017. Pipeline-like assets in the 
North Sea, Brazil and Canada transitioning away from a MLP-like model to an equity appreciation 
model.

Why its worth more

• $3 to 4 per share of liquidation value in contracted cash flows with blue-chip E&P companies

• $0.50/share of distributable cash flow before growth

• 200%+ upside from current price of $2.10/per share based on embedded earnings growth, market 
leading position, and transition to stabilized peer multiple ranges of 8x – 10x EV/ EBITDA

• Brookfield financial restructuring not yet flowing through to GAAP cash flow

• Cleanest balance sheet and most positioned for growth of all JDP-known public and private peers 

Why it got cheap

• Years of misaligned incentive structure focused on growing dividends at all costs

• Over-commitment of newbuild projects during prior oil price boom

• Broken model funded business by selling stock to dividend-chasing investors

• Overleveraged with high-risk unsecured debt created dependency on oil prices

NYSE:

TOO
Small Cap
Initiated 
August 2017

Avg Cost $2.40

3Q 2018

-4.8% Return 
Since Initiation
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TOO share price

3Q 2018

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Since Initiation: August 2017 – Sept 30, 2018

S&P +22.72%

TOO -4.88%
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EchoStar

What is it?

Quiet corporate transition from commoditized IT to leadership position in enterprise satellite 
provider. Outsized multi-bagger optionality hidden within a mispriced core business yielding 
10% cash flow/enterprise value growing high teens with high 20s unleveraged ROE. Company 
is 45% owned by Charlie Ergen.

Why its worth more

• Collection of mispriced call options on global connectivity hypergrowth 

• Early 2019 debt retirement and/or Inmarsat merger are catalysts for stock re-rating

• Core business trading for 4.5x EBITDA with no net debt

• JV and IP asset liquidation value more than market cap 

• Duopolistic assets serve as lynchpin to unlock future high speed data connectivity 

• Long runway to redeploy capital at high 20s unleveraged returns before optionality 

Why it got cheap

• Complete corporate transformation from commoditized assets unrecognized

• Strategic reasons drive lack of investor relations

• Fatigued investor base after years of waiting for M&A/growth inflection point

• Misunderstood sector and lower-quality peers masks value

NASDAQ:

SATS
Mid Cap

Initiated 
June 2018
Avg Cost 
$47.5

3Q 2018

-3.4% Return 
Since Initiation
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SATS share price

3Q 2018

Since Initiation: June 2018 – Sept 30, 2018

Source: S&P Capital IQ

SATS -3.4%

S&P +6.7%
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